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 A     Letter     from     Bob     Huber,     Founder     of     Anvóy     and     Another     Voyage 

 Dear     friend, 

 Our     ancestors     risked     their     lives     to     voyage     here     for     freedom.      America     became 
 a     beacon     of     hope     to     the     world     because     it     was     built     on     biblical     principles. 
 Unfortunately,     our     once     great     nation     is     now     crumbling     as     it     abandons     these 
 essential  Foundational     Values  .     That’s     why     we’re     taking  Another     Voyage  to 
 reestablish     them.     We     need     to     return     to     God,     and     be     more     sanctified     and 
 separate     from     the     world.     We’re     not     sailing     off     to     a     distant     land     this     time.     We’re 
 using     technology     to     build     a     better  virtual     world  right     here.     It’s     a     new     beacon 
 of     hope     that     we     call  Anvóy  . 

 This     voyage     began     with     me     programming     computers     at     the     age     of     8.     After 
 college     and     marriage,     I     founded     a     successful     software     company     in 
 Francesville,     Indiana.     Then,     when     I     was     34,     God     called     us     to     mission     work.     We 
 moved     to     Mexico     where     we     spent     12     years     trying     to     rescue     orphans     from 
 deception     and     destruction. 

 The     Hubers     with     the     children     of     Casa     Timoteo     (2010) 

 The     vision     for  Another     Voyage  took     shape     in     Mexico     where     we     saw     firsthand 
 how     Satan’s     lies     overwhelm     and     ruin     young     lives.     I     felt     compelled     to     use     my 
 programming     ability     to     develop     a     better     way     to     protect     children     and     teach 
 them     the     truth.     With     God’s     help     and     many     years     of     hard     work,     I     created     this 
 unique,     new     educational     experience  . 

 I     personally     wrote     this     software     to     help     you     ensure     that     your     loved     ones     build 
 their     lives,     families     and     communities     on     Foundational     Values! 



 Another     Voyage  is     an     urgent     and     vital     response     to     the     unprecedented     and 
 overwhelming     corruption     we     face     in     the     world     today.     This  Welcome     Aboard 
 Kit  explains     how     it     helps     all     of     us: 

 ●  Build     our     lives     on     a     firm     foundation     of  biblical     principles 
 ●  Be     “salt     and     light”     to  preserve  the     world     better 
 ●  Do  evangelism  and  discipleship  better     (transfer     wisdom     from     the 

 older     to     younger) 

 God’s     people     are     like     an     ocean     of     potential.     If     we     don’t     believe     and     remain     still, 
 we     have     no     influence.     But     if     we     align     our     efforts     by     taking  Another     Voyage 
 together,     we     can     reshape     the     world     like     rushing     flood     waters     once     did.     A     tidal 
 wave     of     people     moving     in     the     right     direction     can’t     be     stopped.     We     can     restore 
 Foundational     Values  .     We     can     renew     our     nation     one     heart     at     a     time,     starting 
 with     yours     and     mine. 

 For     the     earth     shall     be     filled     with     the     knowledge     of     the     glory     of     the     Lord,     as     the 
 waters     cover     the     sea.  -Habakkuk     2:14 

 I     can’t     wait     to     show     you     how     big     a     difference     you     can     make     (up     to     1000x     more 
 impact)     on  Another     Voyage  .      Please     take     a     moment     to     learn     how     easy     it     is     for 
 you     to     participate.     Together     we     can     realize  Hab     2:14  . 

 Welcome     aboard!     Raise     the     sails!     Let’s     go! 

 Sincerely, 

 Bob     Hub�� 

 Example     Boarding     Pass 



Get Started: Do    1000X More Good

Big 
Audacious 

Goal

Our exciting 
BAG is to create 

a new
Asset Class 
consisting of  
Foundational 

Values

Another Voyage helps God’s 
people restore hope via better 
evangelism, discipleship, 
sanctification and separation 
from the world.

Matthew 7:26-27

Make Foundational Values 
Worth More than Gold

The system invests your membership fee into 
shares of Foundational Values for you. The 
proceeds from this sale fund the development of 
other God-honoring alternatives. Funds are also 
used to pay Captains and reward Students.  Our 
goal is that everyone who believes in 
Foundational Values will buy and share them. 

Be Salt and Light 

Frame the National Conversation
The Foundational Values Framework visually 
organizes biblical truth so that it can be more 
easily learned, remembered, researched, and 
presented. 

Crew Leader
A parent, grandparent or 
mentor teaching family or 
closely related students

Captain
A person or organization 

teaching several groups of 
students

Sponsor
A person who is not 
teaching students 

directly

       First: Choose Role
After you sign up for membership on anvoy.com, pick 
the role you want to fill. You can start out as either a 
Sponsor, Crew Leader or Captain. You set your own 
membership fee to at least $10 but not more than 
$200 per month. An order form is included in this Kit.

up
to

     Reward Right
The system automatically helps your Students build 
portfolios of Foundational Values as they learn them. 
It also rewards Students for their participation by 
allowing them to cash in shares of Values when they 
reach various milestones in life such as their birthday, 
baptism, graduation and marriage. If the Values go up 
in price, these rewards can become large.

You can share your own content via the platform to 
teach Foundational Values, or let the system do it for 
you automatically. We call these instructions that 
guide students “Captain’s Orders.”

Print and share Information Sheets for each of the 12 
Foundational Values and the 30+/- biblical 
principles related to each. Use these Information 
Sheets to guide discussion. Students can read 
related Bible verses, quotes and other content on 
them. They can make and share statements that 
confirm their support of the Values, and thus build a 
track record over time.

           Be Heard!
Invite your students and issue them a “boarding pass” 
for your “ship.” Capture the attention of students and 
motivate them to learn the truth. In fact, this is a great 
way to mobilize your whole community around the 
importance of Foundational Values.

1000X
100,000% GAIN

Many People + Alignment = Tidal Wave

http://anvoy.com/values


Make checks out to Anvóy

Biblical Worldview Adventure
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Another Voyage

MEMBERSHIP
full name 

login email used 

phone number 

$

name                                    email

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Mailing Address:
Bob Huber
Anvóy Inc.
3755 Old State Road 25 N
Lafayette, IN 47905

anvoy.com

Important Note:  All membership fees should be 
considered either an expense, gift or donation.  
Read anvoy.com/lab for a detailed explanation of 
how funds added to the simulation are used.

Call me (219-204-3210) or email me at bob@anvoy.com if 
you have questions or suggestions

Total $

Monthly 
Membership 

Fee: 

Monthly 
Sponsorship: 

$Total 
Advanced: 

Sign up online at anvoy.com
Write your name, phone number (we may need to 
call you during setup) and login email address at 
right. Make sure you enter the same email address 
that you used to sign up on anvoy.com.

What amount do you want to pay for your monthly 
Membership?
This is the amount of Foundational Value stocks that 
we will buy for you. Please enter at least $20 but not 
more than $200.

Do you want to sponsor Memberships for 1 or more 
students?
Enter the names and emails (if 13 years or older) of 
the students you want to sponsor. Students will be 
rewarded based on merit. They will receive funding 
proportionate to their level of participation as 
measured by the miles they earn.

What amount do you want to give each student?
This target amount should be > $10 but < $200. The 
actual amount each student gets will vary from $0 to 
200% of the target depending his performance.

                          X                          =

Total Monthly Amount (Membership + Sponsorship)

Total Funds Sent (unused part can be refunded)
This the Total Monthly Amount times a quantity of 
months. This advance amount remains in your 
account until it is used up as the months pass.

                          X                          =

Target amount $ Quantity of Students Total $

Total $ Quantity of Months Total Advanced$

6

$Total Monthly 
Amount: 

x qty of months (6+ recommended)



 What     Anvóy     Is 

 “Anvóy     Inc.”     is     our     company     name.      Anvóy     was     formed     by     taking     the     first     few     letters     of 
 the     words     “  an  other  voy  age.”      We     also     have     given     it     the     following     definitions: 

 an·vóy  [  ahn  -  voi  ] 

 verb  -     to     step     out     in     faith     and     obey     God     in     spite     of     worldly  opposition  (Example:     By     God’s 
 grace     we     can  anvóy  and     not     be     paralized     by     fear) 

 noun  -     a     God-honoring     virtual     nation     built     on  a     biblical     worldview     consisting     of     12 
 Foundational     Values  (Example:     We     are  building     a     new     beacon     of     hope     to     the     world     called 
 Anvóy  ) 

 Anvóy’s     goal     is     to     develop     tools     that     help     all     of     us     be     a     light  IN  the     world,     but     not     part 
 OF  the     world. 

 But     ye     are     a     chosen     generation,     a     royal 
 priesthood,  an     holy     nation  ,     a     peculiar 
 people;     that     ye     should     shew     forth     the 
 praises     of     him     who     hath     called     you  out     of 
 darkness  into     his     marvelous     light;     -     1     Peter 
 2:9 

 They     are  not     of     the     world  ,     even     as     I     am 
 not     of     the     world.  Sanctify  them     through 
 thy     truth:     thy     word     is     truth.     -John     17:16-17 

 Love     not     the     world  ,     neither     the     things     that 
 are     in     the     world.     If     any     man     loves     the 

 world,     the     love     of     the     Father     is     not     in     him. 
 -1     John     2:15 

 Wherefore     come     out     from     among     them, 
 and  be     ye     separate  ,     saith     the     Lord,     and 
 touch     not     the     unclean     thing;     and     I     will 
 receive     you     -2     Corinthians     6:17 

 Now     the     Lord     had     said     unto     Abram,  Get 
 thee     out  of     thy     country,     and     from     thy 
 kindred,     and     from     thy     father's     house,     unto 
 a     land     that     I     will     shew     thee:     -Genesis     12 

 Let     your  light     so     shine  before     men… 
 -Matthew     5:1 



 Anvóy     is     a     Product     Development     Laboratory.     We     want     to     promote  Foundational 
 Values  via     an     engaging     learning     experience,     and     by  developing     God-honoring 
 alternatives     to     the     world’s     corrupt     systems.      See  anvoy.com/lab  for     more     details. 

 Although     we     are     developing     many     apps,     this  Welcome     Aboard     Kit  focuses     on     the 
 following     4     apps     that     are     used     by  Another     Voyage  . 

 To     run     one     of     these     apps,     use     the     following     links:     anvoy.com/sail,     anvoy.com/accord, 
 anvoy.com/asset,     and     anvoy.com/award     (coming     soon). 



 What     Another     Voyage     Is 

 Confusion     and     corruption     grow     as 
 America     abandons     the     Foundational 
 Values     on     which     it     was     built.     This     moral 
 decline     hurts     everyone,     especially     the 
 young,     poor     and     vulnerable.     No 
 society     can     long     stand     without     a     firm 
 foundation     of     truth.     Our     only     hope     is     to 
 return     to     God     and     the     stability     of     time 
 tested     and     proven     Judeo-Christian 
 Values     (or     Foundational     Values)     before 
 it’s     too     late. 

 Another     Voyage     is     a     comprehensive 
 plan     to     do     that.     It’s     about     telling     people 
 the     truth     and     providing     God-honoring 
 alternatives     for     them     to     choose. 

 And     you     will     know     the     truth,     and     the 
 truth     will     set     you     free.  –John     8:32 

 History     tends     to     repeat     itself.     People 
 forget     God,     let     evil     take     over,     and     then 
 suffer     terrible     consequences.     After 
 they     lose     everything,     they     realize     their 
 error     and     turn     back     to     God.     For 
 example,     the     Israelites     fell     into     idol 
 worship     and     suffered     many     times. 
 They     were     conquered     and     enslaved 
 by     their     enemies     repeatedly.     Then, 
 when     they     repented,     God     answered 
 their     prayers     and     restored     their 
 freedom. 

 God     said,     “I     will     bring     you     out     from 
 under     the     yoke     of     the     Egyptians.     I     will 

 free     you     from     being     slaves     to     them,     and 

 I     will     redeem     you     with     an     outstretched 
 arm     and     with     mighty     acts     of     judgment.” 

 -Exodus     6:6 

 God     sent     Moses     to     lead     the     Israelites 
 from     Egypt     to     the     promised     land.     This 
 great     Exodus     was     the     first     voyage. 

 When     our     ancestors     were     suffering 
 under     tyranny     in     Europe,     they     also 
 sought     God’s     direction.     He     led     them     to 
 take     Another     Voyage.     They     were     able 
 to     escape     oppression     because     they 
 had     somewhere     to     go     -     thanks     to 
 brave     voyagers     who     had     created     a 
 better     option     called     America. 

 Now     it’s     our     turn     to     create     a     better 
 option     for     our     descendants.     We     want 
 to     do     more     to     defend     the     truth,     but     our 
 families,     churches     and     communities 
 are     under     attack.     Establishment 
 institutions     have     consolidated     into 
 giant     monopolies     with     too     much 
 power.     They     are     taking     away     our 
 freedom     of     speech     and     religion.     They 
 want     to     force     their     radical,     self-serving 
 agendas     on     us. 

 We     don’t     want     to     support     organizations 
 that     hate     God     and     everything     we     hold 
 dear,     but     we     often     don’t     have     good 
 alternatives.     We     need     more     than     one 



 massive,     impersonal,     bad     option     from 
 which     to     choose.     Our     goal     is     to     create 
 more     God-honoring     alternatives     that 
 align     with     our     biblical     values.     If     enough 
 of     us     support     the     good     options,     the 
 bad     ones     will     either     reform     or     be 
 replaced. 

 If     my     people,     which     are     called     by     my 
 name,     will     humble     themselves,     and 

 pray,     and     seek     my     face,     and     turn     from 
 their     wicked     ways;     then     will     I     hear     from 
 heaven,     and     will     forgive     their     sin,     and 
 will     heal     their     land.  -2     Chronicles     7:14 

 We     are     creating     alternative     institutions, 
 so     that     we     are     not     forced     to     support 
 the     old     corrupt     ones.     Anvóy     is     the 
 incubator     in     which     we     develop     new 
 products     that     honor     our     foundational 
 values.     That     way     people     can     do     what 
 is     right,     and     not     be     forced     to     violate 
 their     conscience. 

 For     example,     we     are     excited     to 
 introduce     the     first     alternative:     Anvóy’s 
 virtual     Stock     Market.     The     stocks     traded 
 in     Anvóy     are     not     shares     of     for-profit 
 companies.     They     are     shares     of     12 
 Foundational     Values  our     society 
 desperately     needs.     You     can     buy     and 
 sell     shares     of  Truth  ,  Faith  ,  Liberty  , 
 Family  and     more     right     here     just     like 
 real     stocks. 

 You     can     create     a     portfolio     of 
 Foundational     Values     and     pass     them     on 
 to     future     generations.     Making     these 
 Values     valuable     is     an     incredible 
 opportunity     to     show     the     world     what 
 really     is     most     important!     Together,     we 
 can     send     a     powerful     message     that 
 can’t     be     ignored.     And     this     is     just     the 

 first     of     many     alternatives     we     are 
 building. 

 We     eventually     want     to     reform     or 
 replace     all     corrupt     institutions.     We 
 want     to     build     alternatives     for 
 education,     health,     Internet,     currency 
 and     investment     that     honor 
 Judeo-Christian     Values.     These 
 solutions     will     be     controlled     locally     by 
 you,     not     far-away     elites.     When     the     old 
 world’s     corrupt     institutions     fail,     people 
 will     turn     to     our     alternatives.     This 
 peaceful     transition     will     renew     our 
 communities     and     country.     We     will     still 
 be     living     in     America,     but     we     will     have 
 also     adopted     Anvóy! 

 This     is     a     big     vision.     Some     might     even 
 call     it     crazy.     But,     when     God     called 
 Moses     to     free     2     million     slaves     from 
 Egypt,     he     thought     it     was     impossible 
 too.     How     could     one     man     overcome     the 
 superpower     of     the     world?     Moses     used 
 his     wooden     staff     to     free     the     slaves 
 from     Egypt.     David     used     a     sling     and     five 
 stones     to     slay     Goliath.     God     often 
 performs     miracles     by     asking     us     to     use 
 the     tools     we     have     at     hand. 

 And     God     said     to     Moses,     What     is     that     in 
 thine     hand?     And     he     said,     a     rod. 

 -Exodus     4:2 

http://anvoy.com/values
http://anvoy/truth
http://anvoy.com/faith
http://anvoy.com/liberty
http://anvoy.com/family


 God     asks     us     to     be     obedient     and     do 
 what     we     can.     Then     He     supplies     the 
 supernatural     power     that     makes     all     the 
 difference.     He     asks     us     to     take     a     step     of 
 faith     and     then     He     wins     the     victory. 
 Anvóy     is     the     tool     we     will     use     to 
 redeem     our     people,     but     we     know     that 
 our     success     ultimately     depends     upon 
 the     Lord.     We     are     working     hard     to     build 
 alternative     options,     but     we     also     need 
 you     to     join     us     on     Another     Voyage. 

 It     is     easy     to     say     “all     we     can     do     is     pray.” 
 Prayer     should     be     our     first     response, 
 but     we     must     also     be     willing     to     act.     We 
 can’t     continue     to     participate     only     in     the 

 immoral     systems     of     this     world.     We     are 
 to     be     separate     people.     We     are 
 commanded     to     demonstrate     our     faith 
 with     our     actions.     Faith     without     works     is 
 dead.     To     know     to     do     good     and     fail     to 
 do     it     is     sin.     We     are     to     be     doers     of     God’s 
 Word     and     not     just     hearers     only. 

 In     order     to     discover     new     lands,     one     must 
 be     willing     to     lose     sight     of     the     shore     for     a 

 very     long     time.  –Andre     Gide 

 Another     Voyage     will     not     be     easy,     but 
 with     God’s     help     and     your     participation, 
 we     can     create     a     new     beacon     of     hope 
 for     future     generations. 



For example, each of the 12 
Foundational Values is a 
stock with a share price 
expected to increase 100% per 
year and may become a real 
Asset Class in about 10 years!

Your Login Email Password or hintAnother Voyage
Biblical Worldview Adventure

Old Corrupt 
World

Create 
God-honoring 
Alternatives

Another Voyage 
Membership 

Fees

See where the money goes in 
real time with Anvóy’s Open 
Book Accounting

Students

Shipping Companies
Nonprofits and businesses

Captains / Crew Leaders
Teachers and parents

Members

Establish a complete Biblical 
Worldview, a solid foundation 
on which to build your life, 
family and nation, using our 
well-organized, color-coded 
framework of 12 values shown 
below…

Reward people for learning 
Values and living them out by 
allowing them to cash in some 
Value Shares when they have 
birthdays, graduation, marriage, 
children, or a family emergency

Anvóy is a lab in which we create 
viable options that let people 
honor God with their choices, 
and stop supporting the harmful 
agendas of the corrupt world

How It Works: Monthly fees make this 
exciting learning experience possible. 
These funds are used to reward 
participants for their performance, cover 
costs and develop new apps. The virtual 
stock market draws attention to 
Foundational Values and helps 
determine how rewards are allocated.

Our world is collapsing 
because it has abandoned 
the foundational principles 
on which it was built

If the foundations be 
destroyed, what can the 
righteous do? Psalm 11:3 

For other foundation can no man lay 
than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ. 

1 Corinthians 3:11

Wherefore come out from among 
them, and be ye separate, saith the 

Lord, and touch not the unclean 
thing; 2 Corinthians 6:17

Reward Those Who 
Own Foundational 

Values

Teach Vital 
Foundational 

Values

We envision every person having a 
portfolio of Foundational Values 
just like everyone is expected to 
have a high school diploma

1000X
100,000% GAIN

Another Voyage can be used for 
fundraising (or for profit) for those 
organizations and individuals that 
teach the significance of the 
Foundational Values and thus 
make them valuable.

TM

anvoy.com

Deuteronomy 6

1 Peter 2:9

help

help

Galatians 6:7



Foundational Values
A complete Biblical Worldview, a guide to 

applying God’s Word to one’s entire life

4 Creator 7 Life 10 Glory

5 Liberty

6 Justice

8 Faith

9 Family

11 Character

12 Work

Truth is the solid rock on 
which everything depends. 
It faces overwhelming 
opposition from powerful 
forces in the secular world.

Show God’s Word Supreme
by creating a new Asset Class more 

valuable than gold, and move trillions of 
$ from Satan’s control to God’s kingdom 

Our only Hope is to 
deny our rebellious 
nature and not only 
know Truth, but also 
follow it in every area 
of our lives.

1 Truth

2 Hope

3 Education

We can only be blessed with Liberty 
and Justice if God is our highest 
authority, and government is 
carefully controlled by people who 
honor Foundational Values.

We have a solemn 
responsibility to ensure our 
loved ones and neighbors 
learn Truth and don’t fall for 
the world’s seductive and 
destructive lies.

Sanctify them through 
thy truth: thy word is 

truth. John 17:17 

Liberty is not the right to do 
whatever one wants. It is the 
freedom to do what is right, 
and not be forced to 
participate in the harmful 
schemes of selfish leaders.

We must defend the 
poor and weak from 
the many corrupt and 
oppressive systems of 
this world 

Human life is sacred because 
we have an eternal soul. A 
colossal spiritual battle rages 
between good and evil for 
the hearts of mankind.

By grace through Faith in 
Christ we can be forgiven for 
our sins, and have a real 
relationship with God and the 
hope of heaven.

The traditional Family is the 
building block of a stable 
society. Parenting is the 
most difficult and important 
job in the world.

Our purpose is to 
Glorify our Creator. 
Our identity and 
everything we do 
with our bodies is 
about Him, not us.

Challenges make us 
better, stronger, wiser 
and more confident. 
Be humble, never give 
up and never blame 
others for your 
failures.

Working hard, learning, and 
continuously improving are 
not only honorable, they 
are the only ways to make 
a better life and world.

For where your treasure is, 
there will your heart be also. 

Matthew 6:21
Buy the truth, and sell it not;  

Proverbs 23:23

Each of the 12 Foundational Values is a 
stock with a share price expected to 
increase 100% per year.  Although they are 
currently only traded in the virtual world of 
Anvóy, we envision them becoming a real 
Asset Class in about 10 years!

1000X
100,000% GAIN

We’re countering the world’s lies with a well 
organized and funded biblical worldview. We are 
taking Another Voyage to return to God and 
Foundational Values from the Bible. We are 
fulfilling the calling of Deuteronomy 6 and 
building a new beacon of hope with God’s help.

This Foundational Value Framework 
helps us align our efforts for greater 
impact, prepare to “earnestly contend” 
for the truth, and get people excited 
about the biblical principles our society 
so desperately needs.

…to a 
better 
world!

For ye are bought with a 
price: therefore glorify God 

in your body, and in your 
spirit, which are God's. 

1 Corinthians 6:20

Join Another Voyage
at anvoy.com

So then faith cometh by 
hearing, and hearing by 

the word of God. 
Romans 10:17

Join us on…



(c) 2022 Anvoy Inc.

Foundational Value 1 of 12: Truth
Truth is the unchanging rock on which to build your life and country. It’s the opposite of our corrupt tendencies.

Biblical Principles

Everything depends on Truth

1.1 Truth is an essential
foundation (MAT7:25) 
1.2 Hope depends on Truth 
1.3 Education depends on Truth 
1.4 Lies and Fraud are evil
(PRO14:12) 
1.5 Our lives depend on Truth
(1CH28:9) 
1.6 Truth is Universal 
1.7 Truth doesn't change
(PSA119:160) 
1.8 Truth is Knowable 
1.9 Science is not Truth
(ECC12:13-14) 
1.10 Truth stops exploitation
(MAR9:42) 
1.11 Essential (PRO11:1) 
1.12 God hates lies (REV21:8,

PRO12:22) 

Truth is under attack

1.14 Spiritual battle (EPH6:12,

REV12:9) 
1.15 Our spiritual adversary
(JOH8:44, 1PE5:8, EPH2:2, DEU30:19) 
1.16 Two opposing world views 
1.17 The power of evil 
1.18 Corrupt leaders (ISA53:6) 
1.19 Truth is hard to find
(MAT7:13-14) 
1.20 The free press isn't free
any more 

People rebel against Truth

1.21 We all have a sinful Nature
(MAR7:21, ISA55:9, 1CO1:27, ROM1:21-

22) 
1.22 Avoiding the light (JOH3:19,

ISA59:7-15) 
1.23 Thinking I am good 
1.24 Truth is noble 
1.25 Corrupting society (1JO2:16) 
1.26 It is hard to save the lost 
1.27 Corruption has no scruples 
1.28 Our conscience 

How to find the truth

1.29 Truth is precious (PRO2:3-6,

ROM10:17) 
1.30 Passion for truth 
1.31 Truth is not found in the
world (JOH14:6, 1CO3:11) 
1.32 The Trinity 
1.32 Jesus Christ lived the
Truth 
1.33 God's Word is true (JOH8:31-

32, PSA119:105, JOH17:17, JOH1:1,

PSA119:160, JOH1:14, JOH1:17) 
1.34 Truth is time tested and
proven 
1.36 Seek and Honor God
(1CO3:18-19, PSA25:5, 2TI2:15) 
1.37 The more experienced, the
more reliable in general 
1.38 The world is the opposite
of Truth 
1.39 A clear message of truth 
1.40 We need to present a
complete biblical worldview 
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Truth: Truth is the unchanging rock on which to build your life and country. It’s the opposite of our corrupt tendencies.

# Biblical Principle

1 Truth is an
essential
foundation

Just as a building can't stand without a foundation, no society can survive without true Foundational Values. Without a
solid foundation of Truth, society can suddenly collapse and our families, money and possessions be destroyed.

Statements - How strongly do you agree?
1 In order to suceed, I need to build my life, family and nation on a firm foundation of truth. Anything I build without a good foundation will not

survive and prosper.

Related Bible References
1 MAT 7:25 - And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and it fell not: for it was founded

upon a rock.

Comparisons
# Truth Worldly Lie

1 People who build their lives on foundational
truth will be blessed

People should be free to do whatever they want, as long as they can convince themselves
that their selfish actions don't harm others

Quotes
1 A people that values its privileges above its principles soon loses both. -Dwight D. Eisenhower

Question/Answer
1 Q: Why is truth a good foundation on which to build your life? 

A: Truth is rock solid and unchanging. Truth leads to good decisions that produce good results.
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